The Use of a Modest Alcohol Meter
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Abstract: During the pandemic, healthy life behavior is needed in an attempt to reduce the transmission risk. One of them could be done by washing hands. Various human activities may not allow them to wash their hands frequently, for example, using hand sanitizer to wash hands. Hand sanitizer or Isopropyl based alcohol are recommended materials by WHO to clean bacteria on hands. Storing hand sanitizer for a longer time leads to inaccurate quality of the hand sanitizer to the written quality on the package. A simple alcohol meter is designed to test the liquid percentage of hand sanitizer or Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA) based alcohol. The required materials are easy to get from the surrounding environment. Thus, this device could be established at home without ignoring the health protocol. Although it has strength IPA-based alcohol or hand sanitizer is also risky if it is incorrectly used.
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Introduction

Hand sanitizer is a hand wash with antibacterial to hinder and kill bacteria (Sari, Retno & Isadiartuti, 2006). Two types of hand sanitizer are found: non-alcohol and alcohol-based hand sanitizer (Golin et al., 2020). Other types of hand sanitizer are gel and spray hand sanitizer. Hand sanitizer is produced to keep hands clean and prevent infectious spread (Hayat & Munnawar, 2016). Alcohol is mostly used as an antiseptic or disinfectant to disinfect clean skin surfaces. However, it is not recommended for injured skins. Alcohol can also irritate skins. It is also flammable and rises digestive tract inflammation virus infection. Thus, there is a notion to use natural materials to reduce health risks (Cahyani, 2014). Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the United States of America, recommends the effective alcohol content to prevent microbes. It is between 60-65%. Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA) can be found in the drugstore. It is effective to kill microorganisms than ethanol. Among the alcohol-based formulations, ethanol has lower skin irritants. Isopropyl Alcohol for antiseptic should be between 50-95%. This substance is flammable and irritates skins when used exaggeratedly (Purwati, 2016). During the pandemic, hand sanitizer is needed to prevent bacteria. It is sold freely in the market in various brands and concentrations. As consumers, we have to be aware of alcohol concentration in hand sanitizers. The concentration should be based on CDC recommendations. IPA easily evaporates and makes the alcohol concentration dynamically changes. Thus, a device to measure the factual IPA concentration is needed. Analysis of ethanol and IPA content could be done with an Alcohol meter. It is mostly used to measure alcohol content in liquor. The device has a mechanism to measure based on the mixed density between alcohol and water. The upper part of the device shows an alcohol content scale. The device will sink and the water threshold shows the alcohol content in the solution. The measurement of ethanol content is commenced after the destination
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process. It is to determine the alcohol content of the fermented product in volume percentage (% abv).

Alcoholmeter has a similar mechanism to the hydrometer. A hydrometer is a floating pipe or known as a dipped hydrometer. It is a hydrometer based on Archimedes law. Given the length of the plastic pipe is \( L \) (m) with weight \( w_1 \) (g) floating on the water with the water density of \( \rho_1 \) (g/cm\(^3\)).

\[
\begin{align*}
V_1 &= \pi r^2 h_1 & (1) \\
W_1 &= \pi r^2 h_1 \rho_1 g & (2)
\end{align*}
\]

In figure 1 (A), the height of the floating dipped pipe is \( h_1 \). The removed water volume of the tube is

\[
V_2 = \pi r^2 h_2 \rho_2 g
\]

The removed water weight is

\[
W_2 = \pi r^2 h_2 \rho_2 g
\]

Assume that \( \rho_1 \) (g/cm\(^3\)) is pure water. It is \( \rho_1 = 1 \) g/cm\(^3\). To determine the \( \rho_2 \) (g/cm\(^3\)), it is \( w_1 = w_2 \) (constant, no being added or subtracted while being removed to substance 2), thus \( \rho_2 \) (g/cm\(^3\)) is

\[
\rho_2 = \frac{\rho_1 h_1}{h_2} \hspace{1cm} (5)
\]

for \( h_2 > h_1 \) so \( h_2 = h_1 + d \), for lower substance density than water density

\[
\rho_2 = \frac{\rho_1 h_1}{h_2} \hspace{1cm} (6)
\]

for \( h_2 > h_1 \) so \( h_2 = h_1 + d \), for higher substance density than water density

Method

This research is experimental research to produce a simple alcohol meter used to measure alcohol concentration in liquid material hand sanitizer sold in the market. The procedures to create an alcohol meter.

Materials and Equipment are straw, measuring cylinder, small nails, basil seeds, waterproof markers, plasticine, ruler

![Figure 1. Hydrometer Working Principle](image)

Given the pipe dipped into a liquid with a density of \( \rho_1 \) (g/cm\(^3\)). Then, it is dipped into a liquid substance with a density of \( \rho_2 \) (g/cm\(^3\)). In figure 1 (A), the height of the floating dipped pipe is \( h_1 \). The removed water volume of the tube is

\[
V_1 = \pi r^2 h_1
\]

The removed water weight is

\[
W_1 = \pi r^2 h_1 \rho_1 g
\]

In figure 1 (B), the height of the floating dipped pipe is \( h_1 \). The removed water volume of the tube is

\[
V_2 = \pi r^2 h_2 \rho_2 g
\]

The removed water weight is

\[
W_2 = \pi r^2 h_2 \rho_2 g
\]

Prepare the straw and close one of the tip with plasticine. Fill the part of the straw with several nails and basil seeds. Dip them into the water until the straw floats as shown below.

![Figure 2. Modest Alcohol Meter](image)

Procedures to Create

Pour pure water or equates and alcohol, each of them, into the measuring cup. Mark the pure water with a scale of 1 g/cm\(^3\) or 1000 kg/m\(^3\). Then, dip it into alcohol and mark it with a marker. Calibrate the IPA percentage on the device by using the alcohol meter borrowed from the laboratory.

![Figure 3. Alcohol Meter in Liquid](image)
Result and Discussion

From the experiment, the obtained data are shown in Table 1.

### Table 1. Test Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Hand sanitizer</th>
<th>Written on the Package (%)</th>
<th>Alcohol Meter Test (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The alcohol percentage test was used to compare the written percentage on the package and the re-examination with the created alcohol meter. Table 1 shows several hand sanitizer or IPA-based alcohol did not show the actual percentage after being tested. Isopropyl Alcohol (IUPAC Propan-2-ol; also called Isopropanol or 2-Propanol) is an uncolored and flammable chemical substance (CH₃CHOHCH₃) with a strong odor. As an isopropyl cluster, correlated to hydroxyl, this simple substance from secondary alcohol has atomic alcohol carbons attached to two other carbon atoms. It is a structural 1-propanol ethyl methyl ether isomer. It is used to create various domestic industrial chemical materials and is a common material for antiseptic, disinfectant, and detergent. Isopropyl alcohol cannot be mixed with water, ethanol, ether, and chloroform. This substance dissolves ethylcellulose, polyvinyl butyrate, oils, alkaloids, and natural resins. It is different from ethanol or methanol, this substance cannot be mixed in saline solution but it can be separated from the liquid solution by adding salt, such as sodium chloride. This process is called curing, causing the isopropyl alcohol to be concentrated and separated into different layers. Isopropyl alcohol is used as a hybrid solvent in a Meerwein-Pondorf-Verley reduction, the other hydrogenation reaction. This substance can be converted into 2-bromopropane by using phosphorus tribromide or dehydration of heated sulfate acid of propene. As most alcohols do, isopropyl alcohol reacts with the active metal, such as potassium. It forms alkoxides, called isopropoxides the aluminum reaction (initiated by mercury tracer) is used to prepare the isopropoxide catalyst. Indirect hydration reacts to propene sulfuric acid and forms sulfuric ether mixtures. This process can use low-quality propene, dominantly found in the United State of America. This process is done by providing isopropyl alcohol from 1-propanol because adding water or propene sulfuric acid is based on Markovnikov law. Then, the steam

Esther hydrolysis produces isopropyl alcohol, distilled. Di-isopropyl ether is a significant side product of this process. It is a recycled product in the process of hydrolysis, providing the demanded product. Isopropyl alcohol also dissolves various non-polar compounds. It also quickly evaporates. It has almost zero oil trace than ethanol and is relatively non-toxic than the alternative solvents. Therefore, it is broadly used as a solvent and liquid cleanser, especially to dissolve oil. Along with ethanol, n-butane, methanol, the alcohol solvent group consist of 6.400.00 tons used for solvent in the world during 2011. Alcohol, hand cleanser, and disinfectant usually have 60 until 70% isopropyl alcohol or ethanol solution in water. Water is needed to open the bacteria membranes. Thus, it needs isopropyl alcohol as the opener. A percentage of 75% v/v solution in water can be used as hand sanitizer. Isopropyl alcohol is used as a water drier to prevent external otitis.

In 2015, WHO with Model List of Essential, recommended 80% ethanol and 75% isopropyl alcohol as a disinfectant category? Alcohol-based hand cleanser. Ethanol with 60% until 85% seemed effective to kill viruses than isopropanol (60% - 80%) and n-propanol (60% - 80%) (Gold, 2018). A study with alcohol-based formulation recommended by WHO also showed strong virucidal. It functions as the appearing pathogen, included ZIKV, EBOV, SARS-CoV, and MERS-CoV (Siddharta et al., 2017). In another study in Germany, ethanol with a concentration of 42.6% could destroy the SARS coronavirus and MERS coronavirus in 30 seconds (Kampf, 2018). Isopropyl alcohol is mostly used as applied alcohol and mixed with other hand cleanser products. It evaporates quickly on the skin and provides a chilling sensation. Although it is safe for the skin, isopropyl alcohol is not safe to be drunk and so does ethanol. When an individual swallows the alcohol, intentionally or unintentionally, the reaction on the body can be seen right at that time or several hours later. The possible reactions are such as abdominal pain, disorientation, headache, breathing difficulty, blood pressure decrease, tachycardia, unclear speaking, and nausea and vomiting, having inflammation sensation in the throat, dysfunctional reflexes.

CDC recommends washing hands with soap and water when it is possible. It is because washing hands can reduce all types of bacteria and chemical substances on hands (Hadaway, 2020). When there is no soap, a hand cleaner with at least 60% ethanol or 70% isopropyl alcohol can non-activate the virus genetically with identical features with COVID-19. Several epidemiology studies showed the potentials of reducing infection transmission of respiratory and colon tracts by using hand cleansers (Fendler et al., 2002; Lopez et al., 2013; Prazuck et al., 2010).
Tamimi et al., (2015) showed using hand sanitizer with alcohol materials could decrease infection risk by respiratory virus and enteric, such as rotavirus, rhinovirus, and norovirus even when washing hands is done regularly. Alcohol-based hand cleansers had been used as an effective alternative for washing hands and preventing bacteria and virus infections. It makes one of the crucial protocols to reduce the health care burden (Boyce & Pittet, 2002; Pittet et al., 2009). According to the United States Food and Drug Administration (US, FDA), in 30 seconds until 60 seconds, hand sanitizer can directly reduce the number of bacteria (Chen et al., 2011) (Chen, 2011). According to the World Health Organization, “the applicable materials and time-efficient materials, containing alcohol (liquid, gel, or foam), are designed to be applied on hand to non-activated the microorganism or inhibit their growth temporarily”. The availability may contain one or more alcohol types and other active substances with excipients and humectants (Greenaway et al., 2018). The Effectiveness of a cleaner should be applied on hands and free from soils, dirt, blood, and lubricants. A hand cleanser is not an alternative for washing hands. Contrary, it is actually an excellent habit to be done along with washing hands with soap (Golin et al., 2020). Research from (Rahmadani et al., 2021) shows that parents also play a role in their children's learning during a pandemic where washing hands is a must.

Making alcohol meters can be applied to science learning. Guided inquiry methods may be suitable for such learning. Students will practice making an alcohol meter with the guide that has been given. After that, students can also make concept maps of anything related to the alcohol meter, whether from physics, chemistry, or biology. The results of the study (Artayasa et al., 2021) explain that guided inquiry learning with the help of concept maps will improve students' scientific literacy.

Conclusion

The manufactured alcohol meter could be used to examine the hand sanitizer percentage or the IPA-based alcohol percentage. Several hand sanitizer and IPA-based alcohol in the markets showed a lower percentage as suggested by the written text on the package. It made the ineffective use of hand sanitizer to wash hands. Although IPA is useful and used as a hand sanitizer IPA also has weaknesses or risks when it is inaccurately used for daily life.
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